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When I was a child, I begged my parents to buy me crystals. I loved the 

way they felt in my hands, and I was intrigued by how they looked in the 

light. There were so many colors within them, it was like a tiny rainbow 

right in my hand. I was fascinated, and I only wanted more.

When I started Aluminate Life, I knew I wanted to combine the healing 

power of crystals and essential oils to create products that people can use 

every day as a part of their wellness routine. Health and wellness doesn’t 

have to be complicated; small routines like lighting a candle or putting 

some essential oils on your wrists or feet are all you need to feel the 

healing effects of these products. And once you finish our products, the 

crystals are still there for you to utilize in different ways. 

In this ebook I share all my knowledge about the different energies of 

crystals, their benefits, and how you can incorporate them into your daily 

life. It includes essential oil pairings as well, so you can get the most out of 

your crystals. Get ready to dive in and find out how you can blend crystal 

energies into your daily routine to balance your sanctuaries and bring 

healing to your life.

Best Wishes,

Dr. Liz  
Founder and CEO of Aluminate Life
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All throughout history, crystals have been utilized for various purposes. 

Some stones offer protection, others have an innate calming sense 

about them, and others were even studded into drinkware to 

prevent intoxication. 

Crystals and essential oils are made from natural resources provided 

by the Earth. Aluminate Life only uses all-natural ingredients in our 

products. With the adoption of Western Medicine practices around the 

world, the connection to the healing powers of Eastern traditions such 

as crystals and essential oils have been lost in our culture. 

Here at Aluminate Life, we believe in the power of these stones. That’s 

why every product is infused with crystals to help you on your healing 

journey. Each crystal is unique and has its own benefits, and they have 

been paired specifically with essential oils for desired effects. 

Whether you’re working with crystals for the first time or you are a 

dedicated Aluminate Life customer, here is a step by step “how to” guide 

concerning your crystal. This includes how to use it, how to clean and 

charge it, and even some history and legend behind it. 

So, grab your favorite crystals and let the good vibrations 

and healing begin!
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Growth Optimism Prosperity

History
Nicknamed the Hope Stone, this stone gets its real name from a legend. 

Legend says that the Amazonian warrior princesses used this crystal to 

line their shields. It has also been found in the temples and tombs of the 

Egyptian king Tutankhamun. Amazonite was used to create the tablets 

that formed the Book of the Dead.
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Rheumatism 

  Calcium deficiencies 

  Osteoarthritis

  Gout 

  Sexual disorders 

  Thyroid issues 

  Skin injuries (rash, blisters, acne, etc.)

  Neurological disorders

  Anxiety

  Depression

Physical
  Aids in cell regeneration 

  Stimulates healing after illnesses 

  Relieves muscle spasms 

  Treats issues in thyroid gland 

  Prevents hair loss 

  Repairs brittle hair and nails 

  Prevents infection 

  Heals blisters 

  Aids in childbirth 

  Dispels blockages in the  
nervous system 

  Helps to absorb calcium

Mental
  Calms the mind 

  Increases self-esteem 

  Helps in setting boundaries and  
developing healthy relationships 

People who should  
use this crystal

  Elderly people 

  Middle aged people 

  Expecting mothers 

  Young adults 

  Sales people

   Real estate agents 

   Public speakers 

  Anyone who is ready to bloom

  Provides clarity 

  Protects against  
electromagnetic pollution 

  Soothes anxiety and self-  
destructive thoughts

Emotional
  Alleviates worries and fear 

  Expresses inner truth 

  Dispels negative energy

Spiritual
  Connects to heart chakra (what we  

embrace and resist) 

  Stimulates throat chakra   
(voice of the body) 

  Assists in manifesting dreams 

  Balances masculine and  
feminine energies
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How to use your crystal

If you can’t sleep due to endless thoughts racing through your mind at night, 

place the leftover crystals from our products next to your bed or under your 

pillow. Amazonite will collect those thoughts and release them for you, giving 

you a great night’s sleep with sweet dreams all night long. 

How to care for your crystal

To cleanse your crystal, all you need to do is run it under lukewarm water for a 

few minutes and gently pat it dry. Amazonite loves the sun, so to give it a quick 

charge place it in the sunlight. However, don’t leave it there too long. Too much 

sun and quickly changing temperatures can change the coloring of this stone.

Essential oil Pairings

Use this crystal with grapefruit and honeysuckle essential oils. The hopeful 

energy of Amazonite along with the bright notes of the oils will help you 

embrace optimism and positivity in your life.
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Relieve Support Transform

History
Amethyst dates back to Ancient Greek and Roman legends. Its name 

comes from the Greek word ametusthos meaning “not intoxicated.” 

The legend was that the titan Rhea gave Dionysus, the god of wine, an 

amethyst to help him preserve his sanity. The Ancient Greeks and Romans 

studded their wine goblets with the crystals believing that it had a sobering 

effect. The crystals were also worn to prevent over-zealousness in passion, 

control against evil thoughts, and protect against witchcraft and black 

magic. They were worn by travelers to protect them from attacks and were 

worn by soldiers to give them victory over their enemies.
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Chronic migraines

  Inflammatory diseases 
(ibs, ibd, chrons)

  Anxiety

  Restlessness

  Attention deficit(ADHD, ADD) 

Physical
  Relieves pain

  Reduces headaches

  Regulates hormones

  Promotes digestive health

  Balances metabolism

  Removes toxins from body and blood

  Reduces stress and fatigue

  Strengthens immune system

  Reduces swelling 

Mental
  Natural tranquilizer

  Dispels anger, fear, and anxiety

  Promotes serenity and calm

  Enhances creativity and passion

  Strengthens imagination and 
intuition

  Reduces restlessness

People who should  
use this crystal

  Pregnant women

  Light workers

  Teachers

  Parents

  Students

  Therapists

  Healers

  Doctors

  Anyone who needs some release

  Helps with focus

  Improves memory

  Protects against psychic attack and 
negative energy

Emotional
  Soothes irritability

  Balances mood swings

Spiritual
  Encourages selflessness and spiritual 

growth

  Opens the crown chakra (third eye) - 
source of power and wisdom

  Absorbs negative energy

  Purifies the aura

  Creates a protective shield of light 
around the body

  Raises vibrations
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How to use your crystal

Use the leftover Amethyst from our products in the bedroom, the mantle on 

fireplaces, or in your child’s room to create a sense of calm and wellness. 

Amethyst is a powerful, versatile stone and acts as a master healer. 

How to care for your crystal

Amethyst is one of the rare stones that does not need clearing and can be used to 

clear other stones. But if you feel that your crystal needs to be cleansed, here is 

how you do it:

1. Place your amethyst in a cloth bag

2.  Bury that bag in the Earth, either in your yard or potentially a potted plant

3. Leave them for at least 24 hours, for up to 3-11 days for a total rest

4. Take it out and rinse it off

Your crystal should be cleansed before you do any work with it, but afterwards it 

should be set to go.

Essential oil pairings

Amethyst is best paired with Lavender and Chamomile essential oils. This calm 

crystal with these calming oils will maximize relaxation and amplify their 

healing powers.
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Happiness Manifestation Abundance

History
Citrine comes from the word “citron.” It comes from the French word meaning 

“lemon.” Throughout history, Citrine has been known as the Merchant’s Stone 

because it has powerful properties of manifestation. Merchants and businessmen 

would keep it close to their money to further their wealth and success. Since Ancient 

Greek and Roman times, it has also been made into jewelry for the wealthy and 

royal. Such figureheads as Queen Victoria and Hollywood starlets like Greta Garbo 

would wear Citrine encrusted jewelry as fashion. 
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Depression

  Anxiety

  Phobias

  Premenstrual syndrome (pms)

  General physical and mental illness

Physical
  Prevents physical ailments

  Improves digestion

  Fights fatigue

  Helps relieve pms symptoms

  Increase your energy and drive

  Stimulates the body’s healing 
energies

Mental
  Helps alleviate depression

  Inspires new beginnings

  Improved creativity

  Reduces negativity and stress

  Inspires confidence and clear 
mindedness

  Feel more energized and alert

  Good for centering

People who should  
use this crystal:

  Business people

  Artists

  People with self-doubt or mental illness

  Entrepreneurs

  Therapists

  Light workers 

  Energy workers

  College graduates

  Anyone who needs to recharge

Emotional
  Prevents emotional threats

  Raises self-esteem

  Attracts positive relationships

  Helps to maintain a positive attitude

  Dispels anger

  Drives out fears

Spiritual
  Connected to solar plexus and sacral 

chakra (associated with joy, passion, 
creativity, and intimacy)

  Attracts negative energy and 
transforms it into positive energy

  Spiritual cleanser

  Manifestation crystal - motivates you 
to take action

  Attracts abundance and personal 
power
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How to use your crystal

Hold Citrine in your hands when you meditate. It has intense powers of 

manifestation, so use the leftover crystals from our products when you meditate 

to bring you happiness and abundance.

How to care for your crystal

Citrine is one of the few stones that does not hold toxic energy and does not need 

to be purified or recharged. However, you can give it a little pick me up every 

now and again if you feel something is off or if it’s not catching the light. Here’s 

how to recharge it:

1.  Wash with mild soap and warm water. You can use a toothbrush with 

soft bristles to really get it clean

2. Dry them off and they’re good to go

Also make sure to keep your Citrine out of the sunlight and heat. They may change 

the color and weaken the energy of the crystal, so keep in a cool, dark place.

Essential oil pairings

Citrine is best paired with grapefruit, blood orange, or lemon essential oils. 

The oil’s ability to energize you and the stone’s attraction to positive energy 

compliment each other and work as the perfect pick me up on a sluggish day.
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Awareness Mental Order Clarity

History
Fluorite comes from the Latin word “flux” which means the mixing of materials. 

Fluorite is commonly used to join two different metals. In Ancient Egypt, they were 

carved into vases, statues, amulets, cups, and dishes. Like with Amethyst, the Romans 

believed that drinking from a cup studded with Fluorite would prevent intoxication. It 

is referred to as the “Genius Stone” for its ability to help people achieve mental clarity 

and improve their focus and concentration. 
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  ADHD

  Attention deficit disorders

  Rheumatism and arthritis

  Nervous system disorders 
(multiple sclerosis)

  Ulcers

Physical
  Removes impurities

  Effective against computer and 
electromagnetic stress

  Boosts immune system

  Stimulates regeneration of cells

  Heals ulcers

  Strengthens bone tissue

  Alleviates rheumatism, arthritis, and 
spinal injuries

  Can help with nerve related pain

  Reduces inflammation

Mental
  Imparts focus

  Improves communication

  Promotes psychological well being

People who should  
use this crystal

  Students

  Writers

  Engineers

  Speakers

  Graphic designers

  Information technology workers

  Artists

  Anyone who needs to focus

  Provides mental clarity

  Improves concentration

  Increases your intuition

Emotional
  Neutralizes negativity

  Restores emotional balance

  Improves self-confidence

Spiritual
  Restores balance and harmony

  Enhances positive energy

  Cleanses and stabilizes the aura

  Balances crown and third eye chakra 
(provides balance, healing, and 
cleansing)
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How to use your crystal

When you have leftover Fluorite, place it anywhere you work or by a computer. 

It protects against electromagnetic stress and helps with focus, hence making it 

the perfect desk decoration with benefits. 

How to care for your crystal

Fluorite should be cleansed often. It absorbs lots of negative energy, so it should 

be cleaned once a week to retain its properties. In order to clean:

1. Put the stone under running water for several minutes.

2.  Put it in the sunlight to let it charge and regain its energy. After it 

charges, it should be all set.

Essential oil pairings

Pair your Fluorite with lavender and bergamot essential oils for a calming effect. 

Use this pair to call in your blessings and the support of the angels. When you 

feel like you need a miracle, you should use this combination. 
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Passion Confidence Vitality

History
The history of the Red Carnelian crosses across many cultures, but finds its origins 

in Ancient Egypt. It was worn by ancient warriors for courage, worn by master 

architects to show their rank, and by High Priests to prevent illness and the Plague. 

The Egyptians called it “the setting sun,” identifying with the female energies of the 

mother goddess Isis. It is also called The Singers Stone, the Sunset Stone, and the 

Artists Stone because of its stimulation of creativity.
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Lower back problems

  Rheumatism

  Arthritis

  Neuralgia

  Depression

  Heart conditions

Physical
  Stimulates body’s metabolism

  Improves blood circulation

  Treats lower back problems

  Regulates kidneys

  Improves vitamin and mineral 
absorption

  Aids in menstrual and menopausal 
symptoms

  Helps reduce congestion, varicose 
veins, and skin irritations

  Improves oxygen flow throughout 
the body

  Increases libido

Mental
  Generates action and motivation

  Restores depleted stamina

  Stimulates creativity

  Motivates for success

People who should  
use this crystal

  Architects

  Construction workers

  Athletes

  Military personnel

  Journalists

  Salespeople

  Anyone who needs energy

  Overcomes negative conditioning

  Sharpens concentration

  Promotes leadership and courage

  Enhances passion, love, and desire

Emotional
  Restores vitality and motivation

  Provides courage

  Protects against envy, rage, and 
resentment

  Increases self-confidence and 
fearlessness

Spiritual
  Balances energy levels

  Anchors you in the present

  Stimulates the sacral chakra 
(intuition, passion, inner fire)

  Healing root chakra (foundation of 
physical and spiritual energy)
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How to use your crystal

When you have leftover Red Carnelian, carry it with you. In your pocket or 

purse, this stone is perfect for days when you feel like you’re just not good 

enough. It gives you the confidence boost you need to conquer the day.

How to care for your crystal

Red Carnelian is rather simple to recharge and clean. Just wash it with some 

soapy warm water and it should be charged and ready to go. Red Carnelian can 

also cleanse other stones in your collection, so be sure to keep it with your other 

crystals to take away their negative energy.

Essential oil pairings

To heal your sacral chakra, use red carnelian with orange essential oil. Create 

a spray bottle with orange blossom, rose, and sandalwood and use the red 

carnelian to boost your energy.
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Tranquility Love Comfort

History
Rose Quartz, known as The Heart Stone, dates as far back as 7000 BCE. According to 

Ancient Greek legend, it was created when the Greek God Adonis was assaulted by 

Ares, the God of War. Aphrodite cut herself on a briar bush whilst running to save him. 

Their blood mingled onto the white quartz, turning it pink. It has had several uses 

throughout history; the Greeks used it to make peace, the Romans used it to mark 

ownership, the Assyrians used it to make jewelry, and the Egyptians used it to clear 

their complexions and prevent wrinkles. 
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Insomnia

  Depression

  Lack of self-love

  Heart problems

  Neurological disorders

Physical
  Strengthens the heart and circulatory 

system

  Releases impurities

  Soothes the body

  Helps with sleep

  Increases blood circulation

  Provides a clear complexion

  Improves neuron activity

  Prevents thrombosis and heart 
attacks

  Accelerates healing

Mental
  Reduces stress

  Promotes relaxation

  Provides calm, peaceful, and loving 
dreams

  Helps to develop deeper bonds with 
spouses and friends

People who should  
use this crystal

  Therapists

  Mental health care workers

  Social workers

  Artists

  Middle school students

  High school students

  Anyone who needs some sleep

  Increases your self-care

  Assists in self-soothing

  Increases self-awareness

Emotional
  Encourages peace and self-love

  Boosts feelings of calmness

  Encourages feelings of happiness and 
content

  Wards off negativity

  Helps to heal pain or trauma

Spiritual
  Stone of unconditional love

  Brings deep healing

  Opens the heart chakra

  Attached to throat chakra

  Promotes alignment
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How to use your crystal

Use the leftover Rose Quartz from our products by placing it next to your bed 

or on your forehead to help you sleep. Put it under your pillow for pleasant 

dreams. 

How to care for your crystal

Rose Quartz does not need to be recharged regularly. But every once in a while, it 

helps to give it a charge, especially after an intense healing session. To wash and 

charge:

1. Place the stone in water with three tablespoons of salt for each cup.

2.  Once it is dry, place it in the moonlight at night to recharge. After it is 

washed and charged, it is ready for use.

Essential oil pairings

Use your Rose Quartz with some bergamot essential oil. The Rose Quartz 

encourages self-love and self-acceptance while the bergamot oil gives your self-

confidence an extra boost. 
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Detoxify Ground Fortify

History
Smoky Quartz is the national gem of Scotland. It was sacred to the Celts; it 

represented the power of the Earth gods and goddesses. They called it Morion and 

made pins and brooches out of it. During the 19th century in Britain, Smoky Quartz 

was being used as a gem to create mourning jewelry. This trend began when Queen 

Victoria wore mourning jewelry for the death of her husband Prince Albert. Smoky 

Quartz is also associated with Hecate, the ancient Greek goddess of magic.
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Tension headaches

  Anxiety

  Physical ailments

  Insomnia

  Post traumatic stress disorder (ptsd)

Physical
  Removes toxins from the body

  Boosts immune system

  Reduces tension headaches

  Improves sleep

  Stimulates the healing of cells

Mental
  Provides a shield against 

electromagnetic strain

  Promotes strength and balance

  Aids in concentration

  Assists in communication difficulties

  Relieves stress and anxiety

People who should  
use this crystal:

  Doctors

  Nurses

  Medical care professionals

  Tech support

  Engineers

  Professionals who work online

  Anyone who needs defense

Emotional
  Good for overcoming fears

  Grounding stone

  Disperses fear

  Protects against negativity

  Helps in moving on from painful 
experiences

  Offers stability and security

Spiritual
  Neutralizes negative energy

  Amplifies positive energy

  Talisman for the root chakra 
(associated with protection, staying 
grounded, and positive vibrations)

  Energy stabilizer

  Connects to the higher self
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How to use your crystal

Keep leftover Smoky Quartz from our Defense products in a bowl with other 

crystals. This will help charge all the crystals and their combined effects will 

have you feeling peaceful and content. 

How to care for your crystal

You should be cleansing your Smoky Quartz once every few weeks. To clean:

1.  Use water and a drop of soap to wash it off. Make sure you rinse it 

thoroughly and pat it dry.

2. To charge it, leave it with some Clear Quartz. If you do not have Clear 

Quartz, smudge it with sage and you should be set to go.

Smoky Quartz should not be left in direct sunlight or soaked for long periods of 

time. Make sure to store it in a cool, dry place.

Essential oil pairings

Pair your Smoky Quartz with frankincense and sandalwood essential oils. This 

will help you stay grounded and let go of what is not serving you in order to 

protect your energy.
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De-Stress Insight Still

History
The name Sodalite comes from Ancient Greece meaning salt stone for their high 

contents of sodium. They were found in Greenland in 1811 and became popular 

in Ontario, Canada in 1891. They were used as ornamental decorations. Sodalite is 

referred to as the Poet’s Stone because of its ability to help the user communicate 

clearly, express their feelings, and allow words to flow. 
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Vocal issues

  Calcium deficiencies

  Anxiety disorders

  Panic disorders

  Writer’s block

  Fever

  Dehydration

Physical
  Boosts the immune system

  Relieves high blood pressure

  Helps with throat issues

  Cools fever

  Reduces inflammation

  Stimulates absorption of fluids

  Balances metabolism

Mental
  Stabilizes and clears the mind

  Enhance analysis and intuition

  Eases panic attacks

  Increases self-trust and self-
acceptance

  Encourages rational thought and 
artistic expression

  Helps to maintain focus

People who should  
use this crystal

  Inventors

  Students

  Teachers

  Athletes

  Physical therapists

  Medical practitioners

  Writers

  Anyone who needs calmness

Emotional
  Strengthens self-confidence

  Brings emotional balance

  Helps to effectively communicate 
your feelings

  Encourages positive thinking

  Releases anger and frustration

  Dissolves guilt

  Helps to release fears and phobias

Spiritual
  Connection to third eye and 

throat chakra (improves your 
communication)

  Cleanses the aura

  Taps into the pituitary gland (spiritual 
perception)

  Increases awareness

  Helps connect lower and higher 
chakras
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How to use your crystal

Feeling like nothing will get rid of your headache? Try Sodalite! Place it on your 

forehead to calm the mind. Sodalite is perfect for absorbing electromagnetic 

and environmental stress. Once you have the crystals from our candles, utilize 

the healing powers of this stone. 

How to care for your crystal

There are several ways to recharge and cleanse your Sodalite:

1. Put it in the moonlight to keep the energy of the crystal in balance.

2. Place it near a large piece of quartz to do a quick cleanse.

3. Place it in sunlight for ten minutes to give the stone more energy.

4.  For a deep clean, place it in water with charged rock crystals and let it 

soak for twelve hours. The next day, it should be good to go.

Essential oil pairings

Pair Sodalite with chamomile essential oil for an intense calming effect. Feel 

the stress of the day melt away with the combined power of this crystal and the 

relaxing scent of chamomile.
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Power Courage Expansion

History
Several ancient civilizations used the Tiger Eye stone for different reasons. The 

Egyptians believed the stone expressed divine vision. The Romans used it for 

protection and studded it into the plates of their armor. Tiger Eye has been used 

throughout history as an amulet of protection from negative energy, curses, 

or ill wishes.
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USES

BENEFITS

Good for treating
  Personality disorders 

(e.g.: Dissociative identity disorder)

  Depression

  Broken bones

  Psychosomatic disorders

  Anxiety

Physical
  Balances the endocrine system

  Fortifies the blood

  Increases energy and metabolism

  Heals psychosomatic illnesses

  Alleviates pain

  Helps in repairing broken bones

  Strengthens alignment of the spinal 
column

  Releases toxins

  Integrates both hemispheres of the 
brain

Mental
  Strengthens clarity of intention

  Helps to harness inner strength

  Releases toxic energies

  Focuses the mind

  Assists in solving problems objectively

  Dispels fear and anxiety

People who should  
use this crystal

  First responders

  Firefighters

  Police officers

  Emts

  Military officers

  Lawyers

  Judges

  Anyone who needs strength

  Stimulates taking action

  Enhances creativity

  Helps to balance the brain

Emotional
  Strengthens will

  Stabilizes mood swings

  Aids harmony and balance

  Provides courage and self-confidence

  Aids in decision-making

Spiritual
  Grounding stone

  Increases power and protection

  Connected to the root and sacral 
chakra (feel grounded and stable, 
creativity)

  Amplifies energy

  Balances your male-female energy 
(yin-yang)
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How to use your crystal

Keep the remaining Tiger Eye from our products in your car. It is a protective 

stone with protective energies which will help keep you safe on the road. 

How to care for your crystal

There are several ways to cleanse your Tiger Eye:

1.  A quick way is to place it in water with a dash of soap and let it sit. This 

will gently break away negative build ups so that it can be used again.

2.  Leave your stone in the moonlight for a natural cleanse.

3.  For a deep cleanse, bury your Tiger Eye in the earth. Place it beneath a 

favorite tree or plant or bury it in your backyard. Let it stay there for the 

night so that it can root back to the earth to find its strength and energy 

again.

Essential oil pairings

Tiger Eye can be paired with a few essential oils including green mandarine, 

tangerine, peppermint, and patchouli. These pairings will help dispel anxiety, 

balance mood swings, increase your motivation, and boost your creativity.
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Aluminate Life’s mission is to redefine luxury and wellness 

with their products. We strive to provide the tools for people to 

incorporate wellness in their daily lives. With our candles, reed 

diffusers, and essential oil rollers and vials, we educate people on 

how to heal their bodies and minds holistically. Founded by CEO 

Liz Lehman in 2017, Aluminate Life combines the healing benefits 

of crystals with essential oils to create scents that promote feelings 

of health and mental wellness. We are committed to creating 

quality products that balance people’s sanctuaries of body and 

home. With easy, daily choices, our products can transform your 

lives and your idea of health, wellness, and luxury. 
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